IBM X-Force Exchange
IBM® X-Force® Exchange is a cloud-based
threat intelligence sharing platform. It enables
you to research the latest global security threats,
aggregate actionable intelligence and collaborate
with your peers. IBM X-Force Exchange can
provide increased threat visibility, improved
incident investigation and accelerated response.

IBM X-Force Exchange helps you:
Quickly research and share information about threats by
exploiting the depth and breadth of IBM X-Force research.
Capitalize on a simple, powerful user experience to make threat
research and sharing more efficient.
Incorporate intelligence with security operations and near real-time
decision making.
Collaborate with your industry peers to improve threat management.

Strategic and tactical uses of threat
intelligence
IBM X-Force Exchange helps you better respond to
attacks by:
Using threat intelligence feeds as context for
enriching alerts and other security
Validating and correlating threat intelligence;
enriching strategic threat intelligence by linking to
indicators and internal threat intelligence
Connecting IT resources based on threat intelligence
feeds; fraud risk assessment

IBM X-Force Exchange — quickly gain
access to human and machine-generated
threat intelligence sourced from:
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use external threat intelligence source as
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51%

of CISOs

believe it’s imperative to share threat
intelligence with industry peers4

In 2014, a record number of

9,200

new vulnerabilities
were recorded.5

Learn more about IBM X-Force Exchange
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